WEST BENGAL ZOO AUTHORITY
(A Registered Society under the Department of Forests, Government of West Bengal)

No: 820 /WBZA/ C-4 /19-20

Date: 04/12/2019.

NOTICE NO.36

(Quotations of rate are invited in West Bengal Zoo Authority Office.)

The reputed and experienced Firms/Suppliers/Agencies are invited to submit quotations for Printing of Information Book on offset process:

| Sl No. | Item                                                                 | Specification                                                                 | Quantity (Pc) | Rate per pc @Rs.
|-------|----------------------------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|---------------|------------------
| (a).  | Printing of Information Book for West Bengal zoo Authority.          | 16 (sixteen) nos. pages on 250 gsm art paper, back to back multi colour all pages. Mat lamination and UB lamination on frot colour as per approved design. | 1000 (each)   |                  |

Quotation shall be submitted in sealed envelope with in 11/12/2019 by 3 p.m. at West Bengal Zoo Authority office, Aranya Bhavan, 7th Floor, Sector – III, Block – LA-10A, Salt Lake City, Kolkata – 700106.

Member Secretary
West Bengal Zoo Authority

Aranya Bhavan, 7th Floor, Block-LA-10A, Sector – III, Salt Lake City, Kolkata – 700 098, West Bengal
Phone: +91 33 23355010 (Direct), 23355011 (EPABX), FAX: +91 33 23350012
E-mail: mswbza@gmail.com, wbzooauthority@yahoo.in
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